
The More Mental Sweat It Takes To Dig Information Out,  
The More Securely It Will Be Subsequently Anchored. 

 

Alternating Study Environments 

 Instead of sticking to one study location, simply alternating the room where a person studies improves retention. 

 Psychologists have discovered that some of the most hallowed advice on study habits is flat wrong.  

 For instance, many study skills courses insist that students find a specific place, a study room or a quiet corner of the library, to 
take their work.  

 The research finds just the opposite.  

 In one classic 1978 experiment, psychologists found that college students who studied a list of 40 vocabulary words in two 
different rooms — one windowless and cluttered, the other modern, with a view on a courtyard — did far better on a test than 
students who studied the words twice, in the same room.  

 Later studies have confirmed the finding, for a variety of topics. 
 
Mixing Content 

 Varying the type of material studied in a single sitting — alternating, for example, among vocabulary, reading and speaking in a 
new language — seems to leave a deeper impression on the brain than does concentrating on just one skill at a time.  

 Musician’s practices include a mix of scales, musical pieces and rhythmic work.  

 Many athletes, too, routinely mix their workouts with strength, speed and skill drills.  

 Varying the material studied verses studying the same thing over and over again improved test scores in one test from 38 
percent to 77 percent.  

 Immersion may not be the best way to really master a particular genre, or type of creative work. 
 
Spacing Study Sessions 

 Cramming can lead to a better grade on a given exam.  

 But hurriedly jam-packing a brain is akin to speed-packing a cheap suitcase: 

 It holds its new load for a while, then most everything falls out.  

 It’s not like they can’t remember the material…it’s like they’ve never seen it before. 

 Packing/studying carefully and gradually means content is held for far, far longer.  

 An hour of study tonight, an hour on the weekend, another session a week from now: such so-called spacing improves later 
recall, without requiring students to put in more overall study effort or pay more attention, dozens of studies have found. 

 
Self-Testing 

 Practice tests and quizzes are a powerful tool of learning, rather than merely assessment. 

 In one test, college students studied science passages from a reading comprehension test, in short study periods.  

 When students studied the same material twice, in back-to-back sessions, they did very well on a test given immediately 
afterward, and then began to forget the material. 

 When they studied the passage just once and did a practice test in the second session, they did very well on one test two days 
later, and another given a week later. 

 
Learning Styles Are Out! 

 Visual Learners 

 Auditory Learners 

 Left Brained/Right Brained 

 ETC. 

 Recently, a team of psychologists found almost zero support for such ideas.  

 “The contrast between the enormous popularity of the learning-styles approach within education and the lack of credible 
evidence for its utility is, in our opinion, striking and disturbing,” the researchers concluded. 

 
Teaching Styles Are Out! 

 Teaching style has no bearing on student learning. 

 “We have yet to identify the common threads between teachers who create a constructive learning atmosphere.” Daniel T. 
Willingham, a psychologist at the University of Virginia. 
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